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Abstract
This paper describes a new task scheduling algorithm
based on clustering. In this new approach, clustering of
the tasks is achieved by applying a force model to the task
graph. From an initial conﬁguration of the task graph,
forces act upon the nodes to manoeuvre them into a low
energy or equilibrium state. Clusters are created from the
equilibrium state and scheduled for an unlimited number of
processors. This algorithm is compared in an extensive ex-
perimental evaluation to three other clustering algorithms
namely, linear, single edge and dominant sequence clus-
tering. By keeping the mapping and scheduling phases of
the algorithms identical, we compare only the difference in
clustering between all algorithms. Results show that force
directed clustering is very promising, especially for a lim-
ited number of processors.
1. Introduction
This paper describes a new algorithm used for task
scheduling that is based on the force model. Tasks graphs
are utilised to represent a program used in task schedul-
ing. In task graphs, nodes or vertices represent tasks and
edges represent communications between nodes, implying
dependency. Scheduling the task graph involves allocating
a processor and start time to each task in the task graph.
Clustering is a heuristic designed to group tasks together
that should be scheduled on the same processor. Three task
scheduling algorithms that use clustering are Linear Clus-
tering [7], Single Edge Clustering [10] and Dominant Se-
quence Clustering [17]. Each algorithm produces clusters
of tasks using different methods. This algorithm will adopt
the force model to perform the creation of clusters.
The force model is currently used in graph drawing to
produce aesthetically pleasing visualisations of graphs. The
force model describes a way to represent a task graph by
replacing vertices with metal rings and edges with springs.
The idea is that the springs will reposition the metal rings
into a minimal energy state. As parallelisation is import-
ant in task scheduling, replacing the vertices by electrically
charged particles instead of metal rings gives the property
that each vertex repels every other vertex according to the
force model. Springs attract the vertices together, aiding se-
quential processing and ensuring vertices connected by high
communication are close together. Therefore, by using this
methodology for task scheduling, the task graph is repres-
ented in force directed clustering by vertices as electrically
charged particles and edges as spring.
There are three steps in the algorithm to produce the
clusters. Theseare: i)initiallypositioningtheverticesofthe
task graph, ii) applying the force model to the task graph,
and iii) creating clusters from the low energy state of the
task graph. Once the clusters are created, they are mapped
onto the processors of the target parallel system and sched-
uled. This algorithm is compared with the three other clus-
tering algorithms by evaluating each algorithm’s schedule
length of the task graph. Force directed clustering shows
very promising results in graphs with high communication
to computation ratios and a limited number of processors.
The rest of this paper is split into 6 sections. Section 2
provides background on common terminology and explan-
ations of task scheduling. Section 3 discusses the different
approaches to applying the force model for task scheduling.
Sections 4 and 5 introduce the proposed algorithm includ-
ing algorithm heuristics for each step. Section 6 compares
the force directed clustering algorithm with three other clus-
tering algorithms. Section 7 makes conclusions about the
ability of the proposed algorithm to be used in task schedul-
ing and discusses potential changes that may improve the
performance of the algorithm.
2. Background
In parallel and distributed computing, graphs are used
to represent programs, portraying a combination of tasks
connected by communications. In this paper a task graph
G = (V, E, w, c), or often simply called DAG (directed
acyclic graph), models the program to be scheduled. The
nodes V represent the tasks and the edges E the commu-
nications between them. The weight function w speciﬁesthe computation costs of each node and c speciﬁes the com-
munication costs of the each edge. An example task graph
is shown in Figure 1 (a) [13].
(a) (b)
Figure 1. Example of a task graph with 4 ver-
tices (a) and its respective schedule (b)
The parallel system PS where the task graph is sched-
uled on is assumed to be an interconnected network of pro-
cessorswhereintra-processorcommunicationcostsareneg-
ligible and assumed zero, inter-processor communication
costs are equal to the cost of the associated edge and all
communication can occur concurrently. Scheduling is the
process of allocating a processor proc(n) and start time
ts(n) to every task n in the task graph G. This schedule
must conform to the structure of the task graph. An ex-
ample of how a scheduled task graph is often represented
is shown in Figure 1 (b) [13]. The schedule length sl(G)
of a task graph is the length in time units of the scheduled
task graph G. It is calculated by subtracting the largest ﬁn-
ish time tf(n) of a vertex in the task graph from the earliest
start time ts(n) of a vertex. A path p and its associated
length len(p) is the sum of the weights from a vertex u to
vertex v in the task graph G.
The scheduling problem is to establish a feasible sched-
ule S for a task graph G = (V, E, w, c) on a parallel sys-
tem PS where the schedule length sl(G) is minimised for
G on PS. Parallelisation balances the workload of the tasks
amongtheprocessorsP intheparallelsystemPS, whereas,
the presence of inter-processor communication costs sug-
gests a reduced distribution of tasks. Task scheduling is an
NP-hard problem.
The critical path cp, is deﬁned as the highest cost
path p in the task graph and calculated by len(cp) =
maxp∈G{len(p)}. Two important properties of a task graph
are density and communication to computation ratio (CCR).
Density is deﬁned as the number of edges over the num-
ber of vertices in the graph, density(G) =
|E|
|V |. CCR is
given by the total cost of all edges over the total cost of all
vertices, CCR(G) =
P
emn∈E c(emn)
P
n∈V w(n) . Graphs with higher
communication to computation ratios are highly depend-
ent on a good processor assignment. In such graphs, the
highest communication costs should be minimised by as-
signing those tasks to the same processor.
Heuristics have been developed to solve the problem of
scheduling. Two such heuristics that are important to this
paper are list scheduling and clustering.
The list scheduling heuristic requires two steps: i) sort-
ing the vertices into a priority order, and ii) assigning each
vertex to a processor. Some algorithms that implement the
list scheduling heuristic are Yang and Gerasoulis [16], Liu,
Poh and Xie [8] and Wang and Cheng [15]. Topological or-
dering, at least, is necessary for the ﬁrst step of list schedul-
ing as it adheres to precedent constraints. This ordering as-
sures that if there is a directed edge from vertex u to vertex
v, then u comes before v. The bottom level bl(n) of a node
n is deﬁned as the length of the longest path p from n [12].
In the second step, the assigned processor for the vertex is
commonly the one that allows the earliest start time. The
earliest start time (EST) heuristic is a method to assign a
start time and processor to a task in list scheduling. This
heuristic is used in the list scheduling algorithms in [8] and
[15].
Clustering based algorithms used for task scheduling re-
quire three steps. These are: i) clustering, ii) mapping, and
iii) scheduling. The clustering step is the assignment of
groups of vertices together to form clusters. Linear clus-
tering creates clusters based on the current critical path [7].
Hence, there are never independent vertices in the same
cluster. Single edge clustering creates clusters by compar-
ing the schedule length when zeroing the next highest cost
edge in the task graph [10]. Dominant sequence clustering
tries to reduce the dominant sequence at each step through
a series of edge zeroing [17]. For a more detailed compar-
ison of the different clustering algorithms refer to [12] or
[9]. The mapping step consists of allocating each cluster
to a processor. The scheduling step is the assignment of a
start time for each vertex, whilst adhering to the processor
constraints given by the previous step. More details of these
two steps are given in Section 5.
3. Proposed Force Approach
Scheduling is a trade off between high parallelism and
low cost communication. A natural model that ﬁts this
trade-off is the force model. Forces of attraction and repul-
sion aim to balance themselves to reach a stable state. For
this reason, forced directed clustering uses the principles of
the force direction model to create clusters for task schedul-
ing.
3.1. Applying Forces
The force model, also known as the model of attraction
and the model of retraction incorporates the attraction and
repulsion forces objects act upon each other. The concept ofusing the force model to perform force directed graph draw-
ing was developed by Eades [3]. Every vertex is replaced
by a metal ring and each edge is replaced by a spring. When
the system is ’let go’ (put into motion), this will cause the
graph to manoeuvre itself towards a state of minimal en-
ergy. At this point, all the springs will be at natural length
or as close to it as possible.
In Eades’s approach, vertices are conveyed as inanim-
ate objects that have no inﬂuence towards the stable state
of the graph. Brandes in [1] mentions the replacement of
metal rings by charged particles for vertices. This was to
fulﬁl certain criteria for graph drawing such that ”vertices
should spread well on the page”. With this change of ana-
logy each vertex repels every other vertex because they all
want to be as far away as possible, implying a maximum
amount of clusters and parallelisation. However, edges at-
tract dependent vertices, such that they want sequential pro-
cessing. Therefore, thereisatrade-offinapplyingattraction
and repulsion forces in much the same way as parallelising
or sequentially processing the tasks.
Attraction and repulsion forces need to be calculated
to achieve the force model in clustering. Brandes [1]
deﬁnes two equations which calculate attraction and repul-
sion forces based on Eades’s original equations [3] and the
research done for graph drawing by force directed place-
ment:
fspring(pu,pv) = cσ.log
kpu − pvk
l
.− − → pvpu (1)
frep(pu,pv) =
cρ
kpv − puk
2.− − → pupv (2)
Both forces are calculated between two points (with x, y co-
ordinatesin2D),pu andpv, wherecσ andcρ arethestrength
of the spring and repulsion constant, respectively, and l is
the natural length of the spring.
Moving to Low Energy Positions Moving to low energy
positions is a method used to apply the attraction and repul-
sion forces on the task graph. That is, the calculated force
from equations (1) and (2) is applied to each vertex for a
segment delta. Once attraction and repulsion forces are cal-
culated and exerted on the vertices of the task graph, each
vertex will be subject to acceleration. Equations of motion
then describe the behaviour of the task graph; we are apply-
ing a force, resulting in an acceleration (~ F = m~ a); the ac-
celeration of the vertices induces velocities (~ vf = ~ vi+~ a∆t)
and hence each vertex will move a certain distance ( ~ d =
~ vi∆t + 1
2~ a∆t2).
As the task graph behaviour is modelled on a natural
system known as the force model and represented by elec-
trical charges and springs, real forces induce acceleration
[4]. Hence the establishment of using the equations of mo-
tion to deﬁne the behaviour of the task graph. However, this
will lead to dynamic equilibria, involving oscillations and
orbits where as we want to head towards static equilibria, in
particular a stable state of the task graph to create clusters
from. Thus, equations of motions was considered but mov-
ing to low energy positions has a solution to this problem.
Moving to low energy positions makes a slight adjustment
to the equations of motion method by introducing the con-
dition that after each iteration, the initial velocity − → vi of the
task graph is set to zero. This cancels out the velocity equa-
tion and simpliﬁes the distance equation to:
− →
d = 1
2
− → a ∆t2.
If you set δ to be 1
2∆t2 and the acceleration a is equal to F
m,
by using the same mass for every node in the task graph,
this produces the equation
− →
d = δF. This is the same as
the spring embedder algorithm [1] for calculating the new
position of a node, by adding a portion δ of the force F onto
the nodes current position.
Equation constraints Currently, the two equations used
to calculate the attraction and repulsion forces do not take
into account any properties of the task graph. Therefore,
they need to be changed to take into account the weight of
the vertex and the cost of the edge. This can be put into ac-
tion by changing the magnitude of the attraction and repul-
sionforcesbythecostoftheedgesandweightsofthevertex
respectively. This effects the values of cσ and cρ. Equations
(3) and (4) show the relationship between the task graph and
these constants.
cσ = Mc · c(euv) (3)
cρ = Mw · w(n) (4)
The weighting of attraction to repulsion forces is adapted
by changing the modiﬁer for each constant. The values of
the constants Mw and Mc are discussed in Section 4.1.
4. Force Directed Clustering
Force directed clustering is a new approach for the clus-
tering step, consisting of three parts: i) initial positioning,
ii) applying forces, and iii) creating clusters. We ﬁrst con-
sider the main part, applying forces.
4.1. Proposed Design for Applying Forces
The original force directed approach called the spring
embedder algorithm [1] is iteratively driven. After each it-
eration, the vertices are moved a step closer to their equi-
librium points. However, the more iterations that are done,
the algorithm will take longer but achieve a higher preci-
sion. Another method for controlling how long the forces
are applied for is by using simulated annealing. This ap-
proach allows the forces to move greatly at the beginning
of execution and slow down to reﬁned movements towards
the completion. Furthermore, since the objective is to makesure vertices are now in their stable position for the cre-
ation of clusters, the absolute force in the task graph must
be below a threshold on completion. Therefore, there is a
trade off between computation time and the accuracy of the
stable state when applying forces. The proposed design of
the force directed clustering is shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Force directed implementation design
INPUT: task graph G =
(V, E, w, c), initial placement pi
OUTPUT: placement pf with minimal energy
1 until THRESHOLD or MAX_ITERATIONS is met do
2 for each n ∈ V do
3 calculate fattr and frep
. see Algorithm 2
4
5 for each n ∈ V do
6 if (n 6= nanchor)
. Anchor node for normalisation
7 fn = frep + fspring + -fanchor
8 new pn ⇐ old pn + δ * fn
9 end untildo
The initial placement of the graph is speciﬁed in Section
4.2. From this initial placement pi, each step reﬁnes the
positionsoftheverticesbytakingintoaccounttheattraction
and repulsion forces. Their positions are updated and tested
once again to determine if a stable state has been achieved.
To put the movements of the vertices into visual per-
spective, an anchor node is assigned for each task graph.
This anchor node is always a source node of the graph and
is a normalisation technique to ensure easy visual represent-
ation of the task graph if needed.
Equations (1), (2) and (3), (4) contain several constants
which need to be determined for Algorithm 1. To normal-
ise as much as possible, the natural length of the spring l,
is set to one. One of the modiﬁers is normalised to one, as
the equilibrium is inﬂuenced by the relation of the modiﬁ-
ers. To quantify the modiﬁers for each constant, Mw and
Mc a simple task graph was designed with the following
characteristics: i) its communication to computation ratio
(CCR) was 1, and ii) the weight of the vertices and cost of
the edges are minimal. This task graph is deﬁned as fol-
lows: G = (V, E, w, c) where V = {a, b}, E = {eab},
w =< 1, 1 > and c =< 2 >. The values of 1 and 2.5 were
chosen for Mc and Mw respectively on the basis that, under
the conditions of the task graph, the length of the edge eAB
was twice the natural length of the spring (l = 1) and the
same as the cost of the edge.
For illustration, we use an example task graph Gex
shown in Figure 2 (a) with an initial placement. The next
section, will address allocating an initial position pi to Gex.
This placement, along with the task graph G is the input
into the applying forces step of the algorithm.
The task graph is run through the force directed part of
the algorithm as detailed in Algorithm 1. During the exe-
cution of the algorithm, each vertex has a resultant force fv
applied for a segment delta. The calculation of forces part
of the algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Calculating the attraction (fspring) and repul-
sion (frep) forces
1 for each n ∈ V do
2 for each m ∈ adj(n) do
3 fattr ⇐ Mc.c(emn).log
kpm−pnk
l .− − − → pnpm
. eq. (1) & (3)
4 fattr,n ⇐ fattr,n + fattr
5
6 for each m ∈ V do
7 if (m 6= v)
8 frep ⇐
Mw.w(m)
kpn−pmk2 .− − − → pmpn
. eq. (2) & (4)
9 frep,n ⇐ frep,n + frep
Figure 2 (b) shows the magnitude of each of the result-
ants forces in the example task graph part way during exe-
cution. The differences in magnitude are reﬂective of two
conditions: i) the effect the initial position had on the ver-
tex, and ii) the effects of edges and neighbouring vertices.
Vertex a has no forces associated with it because it is the
anchor node. Keeping the anchor node in a static place al-
lows for easy visualisations of the task graph and gives all
vertices a static reference point. However, vertex d for ex-
ample has the largest resultant force (35 is the magnitude
of the resultant force on the vertex in the task graph at this
moment in time), caused by its dependant vertices having
large computation weights.
The stable state of task graph Gex is shown in Figure 2
(c). Vertex b has found a stable position away from all other
vertices since it has the highest weight and hence greatest
repulsion. Edges eab and ebd are much longer than eac and
ecd because their edge costs are much lower. This means
that the vertices are not being pulled together with the same
force which is what we want to achieve.
4.2. Initial Positioning
In the graph drawing algorithm developed in [4], initial
conﬁguration is an input into the main force directed place-
ment implementation. Their initial placement may not be
fully speciﬁed, hence vertices can be randomly allocated
positions. However, we want to control the initial place-
ment of vertices to improve the computation time. The ini-
tial placement must therefore take into account dependent
vertices since they will naturally form clusters, as edges link
them. By calculating a vertex level for each node of the task
graph, vertices are spread out better and dependent vertices
are kept within close proximity to each other. The vertex
level is the length, in terms of the number of vertices, of
the shortest distance from an entry vertex ni to the vertex
nj. This level can be calculated by assigning the discovery
level from running the breath ﬁrst search (BFS) algorithm(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 2. Forces acting on the example task graph Gex
starting with the entry vertex [2]. The design of initial pos-
itioning the task graph is shown in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 Initial positioning (2D) of vertices
INPUT: task graph G
OUTPUT: initial position pi of nodes V
1 Compute discovery level l of each n ∈ V
from entry node . using BFS [2]
2
3 for each level l in 0 to lmax do
4 for each n ∈ S= {n ∈ V : level(n) = l} do
5 Let nindex be index of n in S
6 for each nindex in 0 to |S|-1 do
7 pn ⇐ [nindex·GAP-(|S|-1)/2·GAP, -l·GAP]
The task graph Gex is run through the initial positioning
algorithm as summarised in Algorithm 3. In Figure 2 (a),
the example task graph Gex has been initially positioned.
4.3. Creating Clusters
The third step is to group vertices together that will form
the best schedule after mapping and scheduling the ver-
tices. The groups of vertices will be made from the task
graph after manoeuvring the vertices in step two. Four dif-
ferent approaches were investigated to create clusters: two
spatial data clustering techniques called nearest neighbour
(NN) and single-link (SLNK), a clustering heuristic called
minimal spanning tree and an implementation adapted from
the single edge clustering heuristic called implicit schedule
clustering.
NN, SLINK and Minimal Spanning Tree The nearest
neighbour is the fundamental heuristic to data clustering
and has the following steps: i) each node is assigned a
separate cluster at the start, ii) neighbouring clusters are
merged together provided their distance apart is below a
certain threshold, and iii) repeating the second step to grow
clusters [6]. The algorithm produces a dissimilarity mat-
rix [5] or proximity matrix [14] that contains the distance
between any two nodes (data points) in the graph. Clusters
areformedbyiterativelyjoiningthegroupsofthenodesthat
correspond to the lowest value in the matrix. The SLINK
method creates the minimal spanning tree of a data set and
sequentiallydeletestheedgeswiththelargestlengthstocre-
ate clusters [6]. In essence, the minimal spanning tree could
create edges from two vertices that did not have an edge
between them before. Investigating these different group-
ing techniques produced undesirable results as it was hard
to deduce a static or relative threshold that would account
for two vertices being grouped together and stop the cre-
ation of groups.
Clustering with Implicit Schedule Implicit schedule
clustering uses the heuristic outline of single edge clus-
tering. In single edge clustering, the edges are put into a
priority list and groupings of nodes are formed by zero-
ing the edge, that is merging the incident nodes into one
cluster. This only happens if the edge zeroing is beneﬁcial,
i.e. the schedule length is either made better or unchanged
[11]. The difference between implicit schedule clustering
and single edge clustering is the formulation of the prior-
ity list of edges. The priority list is an increasing order of
edge lengths. This ordering will most likely be different to
the ordering achieved in single edge clustering, because the
force model is not constrained to a narrow view of just one
edge. Hence, the idea of this approach is to measure the
importance of an edge by not just looking at the edge by it-
self, but the effects of neighbouring node weights and edge
costs. The implicit scheduling clustering method is shown
in Algorithm 4.
Using the procedure as detailed in Algorithm 4, the
stable state task graph is passed in and the clustering takes
place. Figure 2 (d) shows the ﬁnal clustering. There are two
clusters: Cluster 1 = {a, c, d} and Cluster 2 = {b}.
Walking through the algorithm the edges in the task
graph are ordered in decreasing length. The priority orderAlgorithm 4 Generation of clusters with implicit schedule
INPUT: task graph G =
(V, E, w, c) with final placement pf
OUTPUT: clustering C of nodes n ∈ V
1 Sort list L of emn ∈ E such that
length(emn,i) ≥ length(emn,i+1) ∀ i=0,...,|E|
2 Initial clustering C0: allocate each
n ∈ V to distinct cluster c ∈ C
3 i ⇐ 0
4 for each emn ∈ L do
5 i ⇐ i + 1
6 if (C(em) 6= C(en))
7 Create new clustering Ci
by combining C(em) and C(en)
8 Schedule Ci
9 if (sl(Ci) > sl(Ci-1))
10 Ci ⇐ Ci-1 . reject clustering
for the edges is list L =< eac, ecd, ebd, eab >. Initially
each node is allocated to a separate cluster. The schedule
length of this clustering is sl(C0) = 27. The ﬁrst edge to
be considered is edge eac. When this edge is zeroed, nodes
a and c and merged into the same cluster and this new clus-
tering is scheduled. The schedule length of clustering C1 is
sl(C1) = 20. Similarly, on consideration of the next edge
ecd, nodes c and d are merged into the same cluster. Node
a is already in a cluster with c so now nodes a, c and d cre-
ate clustering C2. The schedule length does not increase so
the clustering C2 is accepted. The last two edges ebd and
eab produce a clustering that increases the schedule length
to 27. Hence, when either of these edges are zeroed, the
resulting clustering is rejected and the previous clustering
is maintained.
5. From Clustering to Scheduling
5.1. Mapping
During the mapping phase, each cluster from the ﬁnal
clustering step (Section 4.3) is assigned a processor. Two
methods for allocating a cluster to a processor are described
in [12]. These are: i) wrap mapping, and ii) load minimisa-
tion mapping. For force directed clustering, wrap mapping
was implemented for the mapping step. This method was
chosen primarily because of its simplistic implementation.
A bad mapping may cause many inter-processor commu-
nications but this can be reﬂective on a bad clustering in the
ﬁrst place. Another important note is that when a cluster is
assigned to a processor, all nodes in the cluster are assigned
to the same processor
FromtheexampletaskgraphGex, wrapmappingassigns
Cluster1 = {a, c, d} to processor P1 and Cluster2 = {b}
to processor P2.
5.2. Scheduling
The last step is to schedule the nodes according to the
cluster to processor mapping. This can easily be performed
by a list scheduling heuristic [12] (Section 2), omitting the
processor allocation step as this has already been determ-
ined by the mapping step. The ordering of the nodes in the
ﬁrst step is done according bottom-level bl(n).
For the example graph Gex, the priority queue is Q =
{a, c, b, d}. Node a is inspected ﬁrst. Since it has no
precedence constraints and nothing is already scheduled on
processor P1, it is scheduled at time ts(a) = 0. Node c
is next in the queue. This task can only start after a has
ﬁnished. Since they are scheduled on the same processor
(as they are in the same cluster), there is no communica-
tion delay. Hence, node c is scheduled at time ts(c) = 2
which is straight after node a ﬁnishes. Node b is next in
the queue. This task can also only start after a has ﬁnished.
However, it was allocated to a different cluster, and hence it
was assigned to a different processor in the mapping stage.
Therefore, communication time must be taken into account.
Since processor P2 currently has nothing scheduled on it,
the earliest time it can start is after node a ﬁnishes plus its
communication delay. Therefore, node b is scheduled at
time ts(b) = 3 on processor P2. The ﬁnal node in the queue
is d. Node d can start right after d ﬁnishes since there is no
intra-processor communication delay. However, because d
is also dependent on b ﬁnishing and b is on a different pro-
cessor, d must wait for the communication delay. Hence,
node d is scheduled at time ts(d) = 16.
In the example, the schedule length, sl(Gex), is 20 and
the critical path length, len(cp) is 17. That means the force
directed clustering is 1.2 times the critical path length. In
fact, this is the optimal schedule length for this graph.
6. Experimental Results
Experiments were conducted to measure the perform-
ance of the proposed force directed clustering. The pro-
posed force directed clustering was experimentally evalu-
ated by comparing its performance an a large set of task
graphs with that of three other clustering algorithms: i) lin-
ear clustering, ii) single edge clustering, and iii) dominant
sequence clustering.
Clustering based algorithms require three steps; i) clus-
tering, ii) mapping and iii) scheduling. The only way the
four clustering based algorithms would differ is how they
cluster the task graphs. Therefore, by using the same imple-
mentation for the mapping and scheduling stages, the idea
is to isolate the clustering step and compare only cluster-
ings obtained. A graph library was created that contained
ﬁve different types of graphs: i) join, ii) fork, iii) fork-join,
iv) random, and v) series-parallel. Such an extensive graph
library is used to balance out performance across all types
of graphs. More information of the generation of the graphlibrary including algorithm heuristics can be found in [9].
Graphs have been grouped based on two categories; i) com-
munication to computation ratio (CCR), and ii) density. The
CCR ratio is extremely important for clustering as graphs
with high communication should be easier to cluster and
would hopefully achieve good schedules. This is because
the relative cost of communication is much higher than
computation and thus is easier to distinguish vertex group-
ings for clustering. The unique approach to force directed
clustering aims to solve these problems speciﬁcally. Edges
with high communication cost will draw together vertices
and be clustered together.
6.1. Discussion of Results
In order to compare different graphs, a normalisation of
the schedule length is used. This is the ratio of the schedule
length of the task graph over the computational critical path
of the task graph
Normalised Schedule Length =
sl(G)
cpw(G)
(5)
The computational critical path of the task graph cpw(G) is
the lower bound for the schedule length. Therefore, the ra-
tios will always be greater than or equal to one. It is also ob-
vious that the lower the ratio, the closer the schedule length
is to the lower bound.
The best algorithm for low CCR graphs was dominant
sequence clustering. This was followed very closely by lin-
ear clustering with force directed clustering giving the third
best performance. The linear clustering algorithm gradually
gets worse as the CCR of the task graphs increase. This
makes sense because linear clustering can neglect edges
with high communication weights crossing clusters. Thus,
the penalty in schedule length from bad clustering is evid-
ent. Dominant sequence clustering performs well for each
CCR range. Figure 3 (a) shows the comparison between
the four clustering algorithms for high CCR graphs. Al-
though single edge clustering and force directed clustering
out perform dominant sequence cluster for task graphs with
between 5 and 25 nodes, dominant sequence clustering is
stronger as the number of nodes in the task graph increases.
Also, force directed clustering is performing second best for
large graphs with a high CCR.
Force directed clustering does not perform as well as
other clustering algorithms when compared by density.
Dominant sequence is again the best clustering algorithm
across all density comparisons. In Figure 3 (b) force direc-
ted clustering is third best overall. However, it does make
a signiﬁcant improvement which is approximately 12.5% to
single edge clustering.
It is under the limited number of processors comparison
that the strength of force directed clustering is highlighted.
Figures 3 (c) and (d) shows the performance of the four
clustering algorithms on a parallel system with four and
eight processors. The groupings of nodes that force direc-
ted clustering produces are better than the other clustering
algorithms since the normalised schedule length is lower of
force directed clustering than any other algorithm. This is
contributed to the fact that the created clusters of nodes in
force directed clustering are those that should always go to-
gether. This is in contrast to other algorithms that either
group the nodes on the critical path (LC) or only because it
is beneﬁcial. This is a direct result of force directed cluster-
ingtakingintoaccountthetaskgraphproperties. Sinceeach
node is inﬂuenced by the structure of the task graph sur-
rounding them, clusters will naturally form according to the
force model with high communication cost edges pulling
together incident nodes. These four graphs are a subset of
the results from the experimental evaluation. More ﬁndings
can be found in [9].
The number of clusters produced for each graph group is
also compared. It does not appear that force directed clus-
tering produces less clusters on graphs with higher CCR ra-
tios. The ﬁndings are given in more detail in [9].
One thing force directed clustering lacks is a fast execu-
tion time. Since it is either iteratively or threshold driven
(Section 3.1), and a number of steps including reasonably
complex formula are repeated, it is a slow approach. Us-
ing approximated formula to reduce the runtime is a valid
approach but the trade off would be the precision of the ver-
tices’s positions and hence the resultant clusters obtained.
7. Conclusions
This paper has introduced a new clustering algorithm
based on a force model. The force equations for attrac-
tion and repulsion have been modiﬁed to account for a task
graphspropertiesinparticularnodeandedgeweights. From
a computed initial positioning, the proposed algorithm uses
the forces of attraction and repulsion to manoeuvre the task
graph into a stable state. Clusters are produced from the
stable state which are mapped and scheduled on the pro-
cessors of the target parallel system.
This new clustering algorithm has shown promising res-
ults in comparison to linear, single edge and dominant se-
quence clustering. Results have shown that force directed
clusteringproducesthebestclusteringofnodesforalimited
number of processors. In fact, it out performs dominant se-
quenceclusteringwhichhasotherwisebeenthebestcluster-
ing heuristic. The ordering used for the grouping of nodes
together into clusters has been improved over the single
edge clustering heuristic. This different ordering shows bet-
ter results as it essentially makes grouping decisions based
on neighbouring structures in the task graph. Speciﬁcally,
force directed clustering comparatively increases the per-
formance of single edge clustering by around 2.5% for task
graphs with low CCR values. There is continual increasing
performance as the CCR values rise and a 12.5% increase(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3. Experimental results for the compared clustering algorithms
for task graphs with large density.
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